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WU tuition and fees
include academics,
athletics, technology

Free Time

BY CORK FREI
NEWS WRITER

Dust in Riggin, left, and Eric Moss, play Frisbee Golf at the Winthrop Lake Tuesday night.
People can be seen playing Frisbee Golf now that the weather is warm.

Non-profit Winthrop Foundation
under attack from WU community
McMillian explains foundation, expenses, Greece trip

•V CORME FRO
NEWS WRITER

The non-profit organization which helps to raise fttnds
for students scholarships was
put under scrutiny after local
newspapers raised questions
about spending practices including a trip to Greece for
President Anthony J. DiGiorgio
and his wife.
llie Winthrop Foundation,
which is located in Tillman,
responded to these requests for
information by providing the
media and the community with
numbers on spending and explanations of money management
Many were concerned that
student tuition andfees funded
the Foundation Budget, although the group is entirely
not-for-profit, supported by
endowments and private contributions.
Money entering the foundation is budgeted by a 15member, unpaid board of directors to fit the university's
"I think the foundation has
truly attempted to do good
things for the university by
fund-raising, but it is now in
the shadows by negative
views," said Robert McCloy,
president of The Winthrop
Foundation Board. "More and
more students need outside fi-
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nancial help. The university
needs to rely more on organizations like foundations for this.
We have a lot of good people
working hard to raise more
funds to help the university do
what it does best, which is to
teach students."
McCloy said the board will
raise whatever money is
needed and the university
should be supported well because it is well thought of.
"We do not accept public
money, meaning tax money,
nor do we place in the foundation any student fees or tuition," said Rebecca McMillan,
vice-president of university
advancement and executive
director ofThe Winthrop Foundation. "What we receive and
manage are private gifts from
alumni, faculty and staff, businesses and corporations."
In 1989-90, the foundation
received $1,006,033 in contributions. Hiey had a budget of
$660,854, and total expenditures were $611,912.
As ofFeb. 28, the contributions for 1994-95 were
$1,244,790. Hie unaudited
budget is $1,023,136. So far,
expenditures total $529,030.
lliefoundation'sbudget is
divided into five sections, totalling $1,023,136.
Hie two fall-time foundation employees are paid out of
"Salaries/Benefits."
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These employees are not
employed by Winthrop. The
Foundation reimburses Winthrop annually for the use of
the space in Tillman for the
office. The budget allows
$2,000 a year for this.
The foundation keeps
$13,000 available for legal expenses, which pays for the
annual audit and legal advice
in accepting certain gifts such
as estates.
"Travel/Entertainment/
Events" has $15,000 available
as fund-raising expenses. It is
used to promote Winthrop by
sending staff to conferences
and special arrangements
when receiving a gift.
An example is when
McMillan and President Anthony DiGiorgio needed to fly
to Portland, Ore., ir 1992 to
receive a $1 million donation.
Under "General Scholarships," unrestricted money is
given to the Financial Resource
Office to be distributed to stuThe Foundation has budgeted $221,000 for this year.
Also in this budget is the
Alumni Association.
They build their own budget on funds allocated to them
by the foundation.
It isfromthis account that
the money for the president's
PLEASE SEE WINTHROP,
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The $3,620 Winthrop students paid for tuition during
the 1994-95academic year also
includes a large amount of academic fees.
According to the Ad Hoc
Committee Report on Budget
Priorities and the Academic
Program, the total amount of
academic charges has increased from $2,060 in 198889 to $3620 for 1994-95.
The fee categories are
placed into three main accounts.
The first is Restricted,
which holds registration, tuition and academic debt.
All of these fees are only
used for Debt Service and cannot be used for anything else.
T h e money from Debt Service is used when we make
monthly payments on our renovations," said J. P. McKee, vicepresident forfinanceand business. "Ifs just like a mortNow this account is bung
used for such things as the
Rutledge and Johnson Hall
renovations.
The registration fee has
gone up from $10 in 1988-89 to
$20 for 1994-95.
Athletic debt is $50 for the
1994-95 academic year. This
money is used to pay off the
$11 million price tag on the
Coliseum, which was built in
1980.
Out of this amount, students are paying a little over

$2.5 million over a 25-year period.
According to McKee, the
mortgage will be payed off in
the year 2006, at which time
this fee will be used towards
renovations in the Coliseum.
The second account is
called the General Account.
Here the funds from educational and general, information technology, student athletic and student activity are
placed.
"The General Account is
the account in which fees are
placed with all the money receivedfromthe state and legislature," McKee said.
In addition, other money
goes into the account from
such things as library fines,
fees from the kindergarten in
Withers, summer school, parking fines and money from the
copy machines in Dacus Library.
Once these funds are
placed into the General Account, the money is untraceable as to where it goes and
what it is used for.
According to McKee, most
money taken in goes into the
General Account.
Information technology did
not exist in 1988-89, but it cost
students $200in 1994-95. Last
year, the fee was $150.
"We raised the fee so we
could upgrade the campus computing system," McKee said.
According to McKee, the
board of trustees decided to
PLEASE SEE TUITION,
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DiGiorgio to speak
at SGA meeting
"Up until now it has been
difficult to respond to the
shifting sands," DiGiorgio
President Anthony J. said.
DiGiorgio
According to current SGA
will speak to
President Jay Karen, he disstudents
cussed the situation with
Monday at
DiGiorgio and they agreed to
the weekly
this meeting.
SGA meetHe will also try to answer
ing.
any questions that students
"I want
might have concerning the
to
talk
adhoccommittee'sreportand
about the
the atmosphere thatthiscon
response
troversy has caused on cam
from the
pus.
ad
hoc DHSfc*alO
The meeting will be held
committee's report and some in Dinluns Auditorium at 8
of the circumstances on cam- p.m. Monday night. All stupus in the past four months," dents and faculty are invited
DiGiorgio said.
to attend.
sv BONNE CALUSON
NEWS WRITER

Visual and Performing Arts Dean leaving Winthrop 14
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Winthrop grads
work towards
their future

Free Time

BY JUUANNE GUZMAN
NEWS WRITER
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PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG

Freshman Jamey Bing plays pool in Dinkins Tuesday.

Career Services

Jot Find
Here's a sample ofthe variety of
jobs listed on the Job Find Board at
CareerServices:
Clerical Position
v6-7/hr. 20-24 hrs./wk.
Data Entry
$7/hr. 6-10pm, M-F
Daycare Teachers
$4.50/hr. 3-6pm, M-F
Fast Food
$5.75/hr., flexible. All positions available
Lab Technician
Chester, SC. $6.50/hr. Weekends
Lifeguards, Swim Coaches
Flexible hrs. Certification required
Live-In Nanny
$100/wk. plus room/board. 3-4 evenings/wk.
1 weekend night
Record Keeping
Salary DOE. Flex, hours
Sales Associate
Shirt printing business. $5/hr., flexible

More information on these jobs, as well
as a variety of other jobs, is available in
CareerServices.
Career Services
Division of Student Life
Winthrop University

At Winthrop, graduation
is just over a month away. For
some seniors, looking for a job
has been hi^h on their list of
priorities.
Searching for a job can be
both intimidating andfrustrating; Seniors have many choices
to make about their lives after
Winthrop.
Political science major
Sherry Sutton said she is planningto continue her education.
1 took the LSAT in October, and I finished five applications for law school by the end
of February," Sutton said. "I
am waiting to hear back."
"Mainly, I have been studying and tiying to keep up my
grades. My aim is to get a 3.8
this semester," Sutton said.
Other students looking for
a job after graduation have
turned to Career Services.
They offer programs aimed at
giving students a much-needed
job advantage before graduation.
Bookbagto Briefcase workshops teach students interviewing skills, such as how to
dress, how to present themselves, how to follow-up on an
interview and how to prepare a
resume. The workshops are
available on video, and students can view them in Career
Services.
A networking luncheon is
also held with the Rock Hill
Chamber ofCommerce. Eighty
to 85 percent of jobs are found
through networking, but classified advertisements and employment agencies are other
resources students are encouraged to use.
Sessions explaining what
networking is and its benefits
can be an important key in the
job search. At the sessions,

" I took the
LSAT in
October, and I
finished five
applications for
law school by
the end of
Febuary. I am
waiting to hear
back."
—senior
Sherry Sutton
students can practice what they
are going to say when an opportunity to make contacts
arises.
These services are available in the fall, but students
can come to the Career Services office to get opinions
on dress, behavior and other
such aspects related to interviews.
The office receives 14,000
job listings a year for every
type of career. These listings
are known as job banks.
Personnel departments in
area businesses offered some
advice to job-seeking graduates.
Leslie Turner, president of
Peachtree Interiors in Rock
Hill, said, "If I didn't need anybody, I would hold the application. If somebody gives me a
resume and something comes
open, I would check those resumes first before making it
public notice."

Recycle
The Johnsonian
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Beasley appoints
new trustee
Ansel Watts Huckabee
has been appointed by Gov.
David Beasley toWinthrop's
board of trustees.
Huckabee is currently
serving as a member of the
Alumni Association Young
Alumni Council and the Rock
Hill Alumni Club.
He is also chairman of
Developments Annual Fund
Matching Gifts Steering
Committee and a volunteer
for Partners in Progress
Drive.
He has been a mem
ber of the Alumni
Associations's Nominating
Committee and chair of the
Reunion Committee for the
class of 1989.
In 1994, he received the
Alumni Associations's Dis
tinguished Service Award in
recognition of the value of
his work, community service
and exceptional dedication
to his alma mater.
Huckabee graduated
from Winthrop in 1989 with
a degree in business administration. He said that being
a member ofWinthrop's gov
erning body has been a "long
term goal."
Huckabee founded the
Carolina's Insurance Group
in 1994. He has been recognized as Agent of the Year
and Top Achiever by Life of
Virginia Insurance Company
several times. He is active
with civic, school and church
concerns.
He is married to the
former Gina Sheppard. They
have two children: Olivia,
four, and Ansel Watts, Jr.,
one.
Huckabee is a resident
of Rock Hill.
"I know the decisions I
will make will be in the best
interest of the university,"
Huckabee said in this week's
F.Y.I. "I've been involved
with Winthrop for many
years now and I intend to
work for the well-being of
the entire school."
Huckabee replaces board
member Eddie Gunn.
The Johnsonian is published weekly
during the school year by Winthrop
Universitysbdents for Winthrop University
students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Unsigned editorials reflect the
oplnlonsof the editorial staff.The opinions
expressed do not necessarily reflect Ihose
or the administration, faculty, staff or
Signed columns and cartoons reflect
the opinions of the author and do not
necessarily represent the views of The
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Greeks give time, aid to philanthropies
•Y BONNE CAUJSON
NEWS WRITER

Fraternities and sororities
on campus are busy with everything from ear washes to
putting their friends in jail in
order to raise money for their
philanthropies this year.
The word philanthropy is
derived from the Cheek root
meaning "to love man," according to Webster's New World
Dictionary. The book defines
philanthropy as "a desire to
help mankind, especially as
shown by gifts to charitable or
humanitarian institutions."
Student Development Coordinator Mark Weaver said,
"Fraternities and sororities
have philanthropies because
many of these organizations
were founded on the basis of
community service, and they
have a strong belief in giving
back to the community and
helping others."
Epsilon Sigma Alpha is the
only sorority on campus which
concentrates totally on community service. The national philanthropies which the male and
female members support are
Easter Seals and St. Judes
Children's Hospital of Memphis, Tenn. Members also
have individual service projects
which they participate in

PHILANTHROPY:
From the Greek root meaning "to love
man." Itisaform ofaidgiven bya
group or individual to an institution, usually one helping people.
throughout the year.
Alpha Delta Pi's national
philanthropy is the Ronald
McDonald House. Ronald
McDonald House provides assistance and housing to seriously ill children and their parent*.
'We raised about $2,500
through a teeter-tottering
event where we took donations
and from a pie throwing contest we did with Kappa Sigma,"
Candace
Williamson,
Winthrop's president of Alpha
Delta Pi, said.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
supports The American Cancer Society with a bike-a-thon
each year.
"We will be taking turns
riding a bike for three miles to
the University ofVirginia April
21-23," Ken Drakeford, Pi
Kappa Alpha philanthropy
chair said.
Members find local busi-

nesses to sponsor them for the
miles th^y ride. In return, the
business's names will be posted
on signs attached to the busses
following the bike riders.
Faculty members and
alumni ofPi Kappa Alphahave
also donated money to support
the bike-a-thon to the University of Virginia. "Pi Kappa
Alpha was founded at UVA,"
Drakeford said. Last year the
fraternity raised $3,000for the
American Cancer Society.
Delta Zeta Sorority's national philanthropy is the hearingimpaired. They raise money
to send to Gallaudet University. Gallaudet, in Washington, D.C., is specifically for the
hearing impaired.
"We collect Dimes for the
Deaf, do car washes and have
raffles to raise money for the
hearing impaired," Amy
McEntyre, Winthrop's president of Delta Zeta, said.

The Delta Zetas are also
participating in a walk-a-thon
Sunday.
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority's philanthropy is community service, Deirdre
Hancock, Winthrop's president
of Alpha Kappa Alpha, said.
Members of this sorority tutor
math and science, help raise
money for the American Red
Cross and participate in the
Sisters for Success program.
"Alpha Kappa Alpha also
donates a birthday cake to
Tuesday's Child at Pilgrim's
Inn each month,"Hancock said.
Most of their fund-raising is
done through donations.
Zeta Tau Alpha Fraternity
supports the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation.
"Last Friday we did our
annual 'Don'tbe a Fool' project,"
Ashley McKeever, Zeta Tau
Alpha's service chair, said.
Members ofthefraternity went
to malls and groceiy stores to
hand out shower cards explaining to women how to do selfbreast examinations, said
McKeever.
Zeta Tau Alpha did a
project in November called
Dress Down Day. Professors
"dressed down" one Friday in
exchange for donations to the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. Zeta collected

penny donations totaling over
$1,000in arecent "Breast Cancer Research Makes Good
Cents" fundraiser.
The sisters of Chi Omega
don't have a national philanthropy, but the members of the
Winthrop chapter are participating in the Read-Aloud program this year.
"Each member picks a child
or a group of children to read
aloud to for one hour each semester," Cheryl Souther,
Winthrop's community service
chair for Chi Omega, said. Each
member is required to do 10
individual service hours each
semester, Souther said.
Sigma Sigma Sigma raises
money for the Robbie Page
Memorial Fund. The money
goes to help hospitalized children and to support their play
therapy.
"April 13, we will be doing
our annual Cell and Bail,"
Deanne Harvey, the Winthrop
chapter's philanthropy chair,
said Students buy warrants
to put their friends in a makeshift cell. It costs $5 to get out.
Sigma Nu supports the
American Red Cross and
children's charities. Pi Kappa
Phi's Fraternity is PUSH
American. PUSH stands for
People Understanding the Severely Handicapped.

Student explores career through cooperative education
Senior Michael Gray works in computers to gain experience in computers
IWMKHELE.MMTM
SPECIAL TO THT JOHNSONIAN

Working with a federal research agency far from
home can be a stressful, yet
rewarding, experience. Just
ask Michael Gray, a senior
computerinformation systems
nugor from Greenville, S.C.
Gray is one of the few students taking advantage of the
Cooperative Education Program at Winthrop.
The program provides students with pre-professional
work experience in a field related to their major.
Students can earn academic credit while working part
or full time.
As a co-op employee in the

WANTED: Many
good writers,
photographers,
and cartoonists
to fill spaces
vacated.
Looking for
determination,
dependability
and drive.
Good attitude
helps.
Could be paid.
Must show effort
by calling ext.
3419 and asking
for the 19951996 editor of
The Johnsonian.

computer services branch of the
Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt, Md., Gray integrated his knowledge of computer technology with the business environment of a thriving
research center.
As an apprentice, Gray
performed a wide variety of
jobs concerning the development and support of largescale, mainframe business applications under the tutelage
of a computer system analyst.
These duties enabled Gray to
gain an understanding of a
real world" management information systems work environment
During his employment
with NASA in the summer of
1994, Gray was under the

same supervision as any
other employee. This allowed
Gray to successfully enter a
work environment and establish productive working relationships.
"For me, school is as i eal as
the working environment,"
Gray said. "My supervisors
gave me the opportunity to
prove myself that I could come
in and do a good job."
According to Gray, there is
a difference between thinking
you can handle a work situation and knowing from experience that you can handle it
successfully.
He learned quickly the
drivingforce behind a successful job: initiative and hard
work, in an environment un-
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he said. "I now have an advantage over the other students
upon graduation—experience
on my resume relative to my
career objective."
Gray has unofficially been
offered a position with NASA
when he graduates in May,
1995.
Gray's aspirations include
further studies at law school
to prepare himself for a position as vice-president or chief
executive officer of a management information systems company.
By combining classroom
studies with practical experience gained from his co-op,
Gray has guaranteed himself a
position, upon graduation from
Winthrop, to fulfill these goals.
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like that of school.
For Gray the most difficult
part of the co-op was being so
far from home and school. Although Gray likes to meet
people, the co-op proved to be a
challenge.
"This opportunity forced
me out of my comfort zone and
helped me expand my horizons," he said. Gray has formed
new long-distance friendships
and visited places such as
Washington, D.C., Baltimore,
Md., Atlantic City, N.J. and
Delaware.
Gray's experience allowed
him to explore his career options while developing handson knowledge.
"I definitely would recommend a co-op to any student"
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Seniors given opportunity
to give back to Winthrop
BY CORRIE FREI
NEWS WRITER

From March 22 through
April 25, Winthrop is giving
seniors a chance to give a gift
back to their school by means
of the Senior Gift Campaign.
"It's a nice gesture that the
seniors can give us," said Susan Sloan, development intern.
"It's a way for the seniors to
give something back."
A campaign has been
around in different forms for
years. According to Sloan, in
the 1940s to 1950s, the gift was
often an object, such as a brick
or stone in a wall.
"Ithas now shifted to something helpful to Winthrop's future in the form of scholarship
money," Sloan said.
To start things off, a BlastoffDinner was held at Quincy's
Restaurant for the 30 senior
volunteers on March 22 so they
could learn about the campaign
and make the transition to
alumni. Then they chose 10 to

=

15 seniors from a stack ofcards.
These are the seniors the volunteers will contact to ask to
make a pledge.
There are two ways ofmaking a pledge. A senior could
decide to make a one-time gift
offer, which usually runs in the
$10 to $25 range, or they could
decide to pledge $100, to be
paid over a five-year period.
The campaign has a goal of
$10,000. The money from this
fundraiser, basically a branch
of the Annual Phonathon, to be
placed into the unrestricted
scholarship fund of th« Winthrop Foundation.
The campaign has another
goal to reach at least 20 percent of the senior class. This is
roughly200students of the 946
students presently counted.
Last year's senior class
raised $8,444.
A check representing the
amount raised was presented
by the Senior Gift Campaign chair to the university
during commencement and to

Need Money?
Want Experience?'
Then Try Co-op!
These types of opportunities

are available for the Spring:
Compliance Assistant, First Union, Char/ode,
Salary TBD.
20 hours/week
Intern, the White House, Washington, DC,
Unpaid.
25 kours/week.
Sports Marketing Asst., Charlotte Checkers
Hockey Team, Charlotte, Unpaid.
15-20 kours/week.
Broadcast/Journalist Intern, WSOC-TV,
Charlotte, $4.2S/hour.
40 kours/week, Summer.
Materials Mgmt. Specialist, Boston Gear
Carolina, Charlotte, $7/hour.
20 kours/week, Monday-Friday.
Direct Care Staff Asst., Boys Home of York Co.
Rock Hill, $5.50/hour.
20-30 kours/week.
Research Assistant, Environmental Health
Services, $800-$2000/month.
40 kours/week, Summer.
You must attend an orientation if you are
interested. Sessions will he held on:
April S at 10am m Career Sareicat
April 1Q at 4pm in Dinkhu 220

Dhrimoa of Student Life
TinAwp U o h m t j

the senior class at the Senior
Celebration, which is sponsored by the Young Alumni
Council.
- The co-chairs of the campaign for this year are Shanna
Pridmore and Emily Hawkins.
Sloan feels this is important to the senior class and to
the future of Winthrop.
"Money for scholarships
has to continue for the future
of the institution," Sloan said.
"If you didn't have money for
scholarships, you wouldn't
have the ability to bring in students we need. It's very important for our future," Sloan said.
Sh aron Dubard, director of
alumni programs, enjoys the
Senior Campaign.
"The program provides a
wonderful opportunity for
these students to learn about
alumni programs," Dubard
said. "It gives them the opportunity to give back to the university and also gives the class
an identity by pulling everyone together."
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Turn it up

PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG

Jayme Hugue, Latoshia Berry and Fred Eugene watch television Tuesday night in Dinkins.

Checking status of tax refund
made easier with new Tele-Tax

South Carolina taxpayers
can check the status of their
1994 federal tax refund or get
answers to their tax questions
by making a toll free call to the
IRS Tele-Tax computer.
This high tech service,
called the Automated Refund
Inquiry System, is designed to
answer the most common tax
payer inquiry, "Where is my
tax refund?"
According to Donald L.
Breihan, the IRS district director for South Carolina, the
Tele-Tax number, 1-800-8294477, is available for push-button telephone users 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
For those who have rotarydialing phones, the service is
available Monday through Friday during normal business
hours.
"A computer voice will walk
you through the three steps

needed tofindoutthe expected
mailing date of your refund,"
Breihan said. "Updated information is put into the computer weekly.
I t is important to have a
copy of your tax return in front
of you when you call. Callers
will be asked to enter their
social security number, filing
status and the exact amount of
their expected refund using the
numbers on their telephone,"
he said.
T h e system will then inform the caller if the return is
being processed and the date of
the refund is to be mailed," he
said. "If there is a problem
with the return, the taxpayer
will be told their return is being reviewed."
However, Breihan warned
that taxpayers who filed 1994
taxreturnsusingthe electronic
filing option may find their re-

funds in their mailboxes or
bank accounts before Tele-Tax
is updated.
"Electronically filed returns are processed much
quicker than paper returns,
and often the information in
Tele-Tax is updated about the
same time the ehedc is mailed
or direct-deposited to a bank
account"
Breihan said the automated refund inquiry system
is part of the IRS Tele-Tax system, which also offers recorded
tax information on 140 tax subjects.
Acomplete list of those subjects are printed in the tax package mailed to all tax payers
with their forms.
Taxpayers can also get answers to their tax questions
from an IRS tax assistant over
the telephone by calling 1-800829-1040.

TUITION
CONTINUED FROM FACE 1

increase the fee $50 a year for
four years to achieve a great
computing system.
"You can't have access to
the Internet without a lot of
equipment and maintenance
costs," McKee said. "The board
recognized Winthrop had no
computer system and that they
needed one. This is probably
the main reason why institutional support expenses went
up."
An example of where this
money is being spent can be
seen with the purchase of
$80,000 worth of Macintosh
computers for Withers building last year by Patricia
Cormier, vice-presidentforacademic affairs.
Student athletic fees have
also goneup,from$270in 198889 to $390 for this academic
year.
This money is used to support and hire coaches and as-

In 1988-89, the amount
ment that is needed.
The athletic department was $1,536.
also raises their own fUnds from
The amount is currently
concessions, ticket sales and $2,604 for 1994-95.
their Booster Club.
The last of the three main
Student activity fees also accounts is Health Service,
rosefrom$66 in 1988-89to $98 which has its own special account
for 1994-95.
This money supports all
In 1988-89, students paid
campus clubs and organiza- $80. This has risen to $138 for
tions, such as Dinkins Student 1994-95.
Union Programming Board,
These funds go to support
student publications and the both the health and counseling
various clubs on campus like centers.
the Association ofEbonites and
According to Martha
the Model League of Arab Rankin, director of health and
States.
counseling services, a much
Like the athletic depart- higher percentage of the funds
ment, these organizations also goes towards the health center
raise their own funds through rather than the counseling.
This is because the doctors are
fund-raising measures.
The Education and Gen- under contract for the health
eral Account is different from
The money is also used for
the others.
After other accounts re- the purchase of prescription
ceive their funds, this is where drugs under state contract
all the left-over money is which helps lower student

Th» Johnsonian
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POLICE BEAT

It's that time again

POLICE BEAT is a column featured through the collaboration
of the Winthrop University Police Department and The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide Winthrop
students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime and
criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the surrounding community.
3-28-95 Hit and Run
Vehicle was parked at the tennis courts while the victim was
in class. Vehicle has paint damage on driver's side rear
bumper.

PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG

Mass communication professor Bob Pyle advises sophomore Rebekah Webb. Early advising
began last week. It continues through April 7.

WINTHROP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

trip to Greece and Sicily was
taken.
When the cruise to Greece
was first offered, no alumni
responded.
The second time it was offered, DiGiorgio planned to accompany alumni. They received a good response from
alumni, but the ship broke
down, and the trip was cancelled.
During thepresidenfsfifth
jwiuv theAhrmhi Association
again sponsored the trip.
This time the Association
made a down payment, on the
trip so the company could not
back out In addition, the group
decided to share the cost of the
trip with another school.
Only one alumni couple
responded, so the Alumni Association decided to allow the
DiGiorgios to go as a reward
for his hard work. The value of
the trip was about $8,000.
For 1994-95, $42,500 is in
the budget for president's salary and benefits.
According to McMillan,
DiGiorgio first came to Winthrop with a $85,000 salary,
then the lowest of South Carolina public institutions.
The board oftrustees asked
the foundation if it could be
possible to give DiGiorgio a
$5,000 supplement, part of a
lease on a car and $5,000 more
in health benefits.
They did this because they
had promised DiGiorgio more
money when he excepted the
presidential position. The foundation agreed.
The next year, the trustees
asked if the foundation could
bring the supplement up to
$10,000, putting $5,000 towards a car and $5,000 more
towards health benefits. This
was also agreed upon by the
foundation and the board of
trustees.
During the fourth year of
DiGiorgio's administration, the
trustees asked the foundation
to help support a life insurance program for DiGiorgio.
The foundation agreed to
pay $22,000 for the next 13
years. DiGiorgio is also paying
a portion of the policy.

The foundation also provides the president with an
advancement fund. With this
money, currently $26,000, the
president is able to pay for the
work he does for the university, such as entertaining, memorials or contributions to
other organizations on behalf
of Winthrop.
It also pays for items in the
president's house.
Restricted Scholarships
and Other Grants Paid to Winthrop University is one of two
restricted accounts.
According to the Foundation Operational Expenses
Explanation, these funds are
split into two uses.
One is interest earnings
available for expenditure from
specific endowments for scholarships.
The other is funds now
endowed but given and restricted to a specific scholarship. The foundation has acquired $139,965 for that account.
The other restricted account is Other Restricted
Grants Paid on Behalf of Winthrop University. This account
has a budget of $58,035.
Between General Scholarships and Restricted Scholarships, 38.3 percent of the budget is given as scholarships.
McMillan believes Restricted Scholarships and
Other Restricted Grants will
increase every year.
The foundation's goal is to
raise more money and at the
same time lower the cost of
doingbusiness," McMillan said.
"I do not personally believe
Winthrop has reached their
fund-raising plateau. Our
growth has been constant and
steady. The amount of money
that an institution can raise
depends heavily on the type of
institution and the wealth of
its graduates."
No part ofpublic money>
is used to fund any part of the
Winthrop Foundation.
Any salaries that are initially paid by the university
are given back tothe school by
the funds in the foundation
budget

Public Safety Forum: Drugs are dangerous too
Any kind of drug—whether legal or illegal—can affect your
driving capabilities.
Tranquilizers are depressants. They slow down thinking,
breathing, reaction time and heartbeat. Antihistamines, like
those found in cough suppressants and allergy medicines also
slow down your reaction time. Any drug can be dangerous on
its own, but when combined with alcohol, it can be deadly.
The effects of marijuana can also be deadly. Getting high
gives you the feeling that your senses are sharper than ever,
but in reality, your sense of time, space and perception are
dulled, making it harder to judge distance and speed. This
can happen even if you donf feel high.
The same is true for cocaine. You may feel that you are wide
awake and paying attention when it actually makes it difficult
to concentrate and make rational decisions.

Advisingfor the fall 1995 semester is scheduled from Monday, March 27 through
Friday, April 7. To prepare for the advising session:
1) Schedule an advising time with your advisor as soon as possible. Each faculty
advisor will post a schedule of available advising times at his/her studio/office. If
you cannot arrange an advising time from the posted schedule, contact your faculty
advisor for an alternate time.
2) Obtain a copy ofthe "Winthrop University Schedule Bulletin for Fall/Summer
1995."
3) Using a copy of the "Degree Planning or Academic Inventory Sheet" for your
degree and year of entry, prepare a list of proposed courses.
4) Prepare a list of other questions for your advising session concerning your
goals, academic plan, progress in courses you are presently taking, etc.
'5) Arrive at'ybur advising session early.
All current and readmitted students are encouraged to pre-register for the fall
1995 semester. Any questions concerning advising and pre-registration should be
directed to your faculty advisor or the advising office in your academic area.

SHORT
ON
CASH?

Plasma makes
lots of cents!

Visit ourfriendly,modem center andfindout you can earn up to
$ 195 a month while helping others.
DONAIE PLASMA TODAY!
AND EARN $ 3 0 1

0 plasma alliance
W

"people helpingptapk"

valid ID with social security
number required(333-0335)
ave. at pecan Charlotte,NC
; 30a-8p;S-7:30-6p;S-730-»430
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EDITORIALS

Public safety's
new patrolling works well
Patrolling—it isn't just for the Crown Victorias
anymore.
.
Winthrop's public safety, in a long awaited action, has moved toward a more interactive method
of patrolling cam-

"By knowing the
community better, and
the community being able
to recognize police, crime
can only be reduced."

P

" officer Scott
M00re is on a
bike patrol during
the day, and
other officers are
out
walking
around campus,
especially at night when classes are ending.
Director of Public Safety Margaret Jordan said,
"We are trying to be more visible on campus."
Jordan said she has high hopes of purchasing
another bicycle in order to expand patrolling.
Moore said he enjoys this aspect of his job
because he can get out and meet people.
It is about time the officers know the people on
the campus as well as the campus itself. With only
5,000 students, 41 buildings and just over 300
faculty, the campus should be as familiar to Public
Safety as their neighborhoods back home.
The decision to do this should be applauded. It
is similar to the community patrolling that Rock Hill
Police Chief Larry Nowery is spearheading in the

By knowing the community better, and the community being able to recognize police, crime can
only be reduced.
Another function of the bicycle patrolling is writing traffic tickets. Jordan said the number of tickets
has increased since the program has started because it is easier to get close to cars on bike.
Overall, the "man-on-the-street" approach is a
good and much-needed program on such a small
campus as Winthrop. It can only make the students,
faculty and staff feel safer and more secure.

Students: speak out at SGA
Finally the time has come that the students that
comprise the majority of this institution will be able to
have their say with the President.
Dr. Anthony J. DiGiorgio, who will speak at Monday, April 10 SGA meeting at 8 p.m. will be addressing
students and will also accept questions from students.
This is the opportunity the campus has been
asking for and if students want to be heard, they have
a chance to do it now.
Don't give up such a valuable night for something
trivial. Make Monday the night your concerns are
heard by attending the meeting in Dinkins Auditorium.
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Gay couples should not have children
This nation has seen a
great revolution within the
nuclear family.
There are now more single
parents and a general shredding of the fabric of the American family. Along with this
downward spiral is the rise of
loose morals and blatant selfrighteousness. Recently, however, a new hot topic of debate
has arisen, namely homosexual
couples adopting children.
My fundamental belief
that homosexuality is wrong
leads me to believe that this
adopting of waifs by gay or lesbian couples who consider
themselves married is also
wrong.
But I also have nature on
my side, and basic reproductive biology is also my ally. If
God (or mother nature, if you
are an atheist) wanted men to
be with other men or women,
were meant to be with other

wants to be parents, who say
two gay parents are better than
none. But what if there is a
couple of heterosexual parents
who want to adopt? Who has
TRUTH priority? Who gets the kid? If
you even have to think seriby Pete
ously about who gets the child,
Kaliner you
a* well Vdte' democratic in 1996.
And then there's the whole
artificial insemination method.
A gay couple can't naturally,
rightfully have a kid, so they'll
get science to help them out.
The pretentiousness is sickening.
Besides, what kind of a life
is the poor kid going to have?
Children are mean and cruel to
one another. What will bewomen, there would be no such come of the child in school? As
thing as penis envy, and Freud parents, you try to protect your
would have just been a coke- child, so why subject a kid to
such torment? Homosexuals
head.
I know there are liberals
PLEASE SEE TRUTH, PACE 7
who defend homosexuals'

"A child is not a
pet that you can
return to the
ASPCAifithas
problems

Homosexual parents can also give love

First of all, I'd lik e to preface this column by saying, if I
hear one more Adam and Steve
joke, I'm going to go on a murderous rampage through WalMart. Thank you.
FLIPSIDE
Now that we've got that
by Jeff
cleared up, I'd like to reveal
this week's topic, which happens to deal with (dramatic
pause) homosexuals. Now,
u
there may be a few people out
there who think homosexuals
don't deserve the same rights
9
as heterosexuals. To those
people I have the following advice (which comes straight from
the heart).... Get over it.
I could end the column
here, but then I'd get fired. So, I don't buy the "magic bullet"
theory in the Kennedy assassiHI go on...
Specifically, we're talking nation.
Homosexuals are people
about the right of homosexual
couples to adopt children. I too. They are just like everyone
else,
except for sexual prefdon't think being gay makes
someone a bad parent I don't erence. If a lesbian couple
think being around a gay per- wants to adopt a child, well,
son makes someone gay. And, that kid would have two moms.

You could say,
'My dads can beat
up your dad, on
the playground "

Cool.
If a couple of men wanted
to adopt, that's cool too. The
child wouldhave twice as many
dads as other kids. Think of
the advantages—youonlyhave
to get stuff once a year for
father's day and mother's day.
And you could say, "My dads
can beat up your dad," on the
playground.
Homosexuality is not evil.
The earth is not going to crack
open and spew fire because a
gay couple wants to adopt. I
say, if they make good parents,
let them be parents.
Being aparentis not about
sexual preference; it's about understanding, patience and
love—things some heterosexual parents need to practice.
There is no Parental Aptitude Test. Can you see someone cominghome saying, "Sorry
honey, we can't have a kid...I
PLEASE SOB FLIP, PACE 7
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Accounting club president refutes student
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WHAT'S HAPPENING

Announcements must bo submitted Thursday b l o w
publication by 5 p.m. for Inclusion in tlw following
Wednesday paper. Announcements must bo lass than
known the Career Services was to realize that five accounting
Dear Editor,
50 words and must Involve events that have not yet
This letter is in response to in charge. As a sophomore professors were present at the
occurred. The Johnsonian reserves the right to edtt or
Richard Thoip's "Clubs Should business student he should be meeting. Any one of them
refuse announcement on the basis of length, clear grammar,
Present Themselves Better." aware that each school of busi- would gladly have told Thorp
content and objectionable information. A contact name and
The meeting Thorp viciously ness organization has its own who was in charge had he bothnumber must be included. They cannot run for longer than
eluded to was a panel discus- bulletin board on Thurmond's ered to ask. Our next meeting
sion organized solely through second floor. This is where is April 12,1995.
two weeks.
If
Thorp
would
like
to
run
Career Services. The meeting meeting announcements are
like reception will be April 21
I regret that Thorp for office and become an Achad an enormous and unexfrom 6:30-9 p.m. at the Interpected turnout. Over half of feels the elected officials of the countingClubleader, he should
national House's Gallery, 322
the attendees were there for Accounting Club are incompe- sign up on our bulletin board.
Hawthorne Lane. A $2 donaCareer Month.
tent; however, I assure him that By the way, use your real name.
•Allmass communication tion will be asked. For inforSincerely,
If Thorp learned of the the accounting faculty is not
majors and minors are invited mation call the International
Karen C. St. Clair
panel discussion through CaThorp needed only to be
to the Mass Communication House at (704) 333-8099 or
Accounting Club president
reer Services, he should have comatose during the meeting
Banquet on Wednesday, April Aline Roser at (803)328-6673.
12. The dinner will be at 6:30
•Get in the mood for
p.m.inMcBryde. Awards will spring! A public reading of
be given out immediately fol- Henry David Thoreau's
lowing dinner. The cost if "Walden," sponsored by
If republican politicians
For South Carolina stuIn the national Congress
$10. Please call the mass com- Graduate Student Associahave
gained
support
on
college
and in the state legislature, dents, the consequences are
munication office at extension tion, will be Friday, April 7, at
republicans have launched a especially painful. You pay the campuses recently, they're
2121 to make reservations.
3 p.m. in front of Bancroft It
concerted attack on programs second-highest tuition rates in showing their appreciation fay
•Make music part of your will move to the Writing Centhat help college students pur- the Southeast the 12th high- targeting colleges and univerter later. All members of the
Winthrop
experience!
Music
sities for budget cuts and are
sue educational opportunities. est nationally.
ensembles are open to all stu- Winthrop community are inAs state support is cut fur- turning their backs on students dents regardless of major and vited to read and/or listen.
In the Congress, Newt
Gingrich and his lieutenants ther, tuition rates are guaran- who are striving to achieve
carry one hour of academic Sign-up sheets for reading will
would slash $20 billion in stu- teed to be pushed higher. As educational goals.
credit Previous music study be outside the English departBudgetfif^its will continue
dent financial support over the federal student aid is cut furis welcome but not required. ment Readings will be in 20ther, many students face in- at the state and federal levels.
nextfiveyears.
It's
not necessary to have a minute increments.
Final
decisions
are
a
long
way
creasing
difficulty
paying
esMeanwhile, the new repubsolo voice. The accent is on
•DSU would like to anlican majority in the South calating rates for tuition and off, and there will be many more participation and eqjoyment nounce the 1995-96 program
opportunities for students to
Carolina House ofRepresenta- fees.
so there's a singing group board: PresidentKathyMiller,
The cost of a college educa- make their voices heard.
tive wants to cut $17 million
that's right for you! Call ex- Vice-President
Jamie
Let your state representaout of support for state colleges tion is literally being priced
tension 4512 for more infor- Demumbreum, Alan Buck,
and universities. In addition, beyond the ability of many tive, your state senator and
mation.
Michelle
Lynch,
Jennifer
they have promised to double South Carolina families to pay. your governor know your opin•Auditions for Chorale, Conlan, Bryan Woods, Steve
Students have the poten- ion. Write your Representathat cut next year. That's close
Jazz Voices and Chamber Johnson, Mariana Fitten
to a $1.3 million cut over two tial political clout to help de- tives and your senators in
Singers
for fall 1995 willbe in Terry Jones, Helen Fields, John
rong-headed attack Washington. Don't accept that
years at Winthrop University.
room 332 of the Music Con- Carter, Atif Aziz, Rhonda
you
can't
make
a
difference.
on
public
higher
education.
The republican legislators
servatory from Monday, April Brockman, Pam Fernandez.
made higher education a prior- Already, student government You can.
3,4 to 6 p.m. to Tuesday, April Kimberly Flynn, Denise
Now, more than ever, it's
ity targetforbudget cuts while leaders and others are bring14, 1 to 3 p.m. No appoint- Morris, Matt Poston, Ruth
other Southeastern sates are ing pressure to bear in the leg- important to make the effort
ment is needed. Auditions Young, Kim Wilson.
making higher education apri- islative process.
consist of simple vocal exerState Representative Tim
What's more important,
ority for substantial new incises. Music reading is not
Rogers, D-Cohimbia
though, is the ballot box.
vestment
tested. Aprepared song is not
required. Everyone is welcome.
The Johnsonian
•WICI will meet April 5
•Tuesday, April 11 at 8
p.m., Counseling Services will at 6:30 p.m. in Johnson lobby.
welcomes letters to the editor about any topic. Please write to tell
Chapterdues
willbe collected.
present Tie It All Together:
us what you think! Everyone has an opinion about something.
Finals Preparation Tips and
•The Social Work Club is
Hints" in Dinkins 221. It will having an election for new ofVoice yours!
focus on test-taking strategies, ficers on Tuesday, April 11 at
stress, time management and 5 p.m. in Kinard 205. Nomitest anxiety.
nations should be made in adLetters must be 250 words or less and must include the author's
vance. Call Odika at extenname and telephone number and be signed. Letters are due by
sion 4165 with your nominees,
A raffle will take place and
5 p.m. Thursday.The editor reserves therightto edit any letter.
you must be present to win.
•The Nu-Upsilon Chap•The Winthrop Literary
ter of the Kappa Sigma Fra- Society is sponsoringpoetPaul
ternity
would
like
to
announce
Zimmer,
who will read from
TRUTH
the following new initiates: his works on Tuesday. April
CMOWUSD nOM FAG* <
Eric Johnson, Rhett Eckhardt, 11 at 8 p.m. in Joynee Conferneeds to stop thinking only of and Steve. Homosexuality is cure they think if they aren't Rich Newsom, Geoff Holland, ence Center. The society will
themselves and how they want the epitome of resisting some- offensively different no one Matt Nodine, Jason Cisson, also sponsor Irish storyteller
achild and start thinkingabout thing because it is accepted and will pay them any attention.
Chris Cooper, Jack Davis, Batt Burns on Monday, April
Finally, if I am wrong... Adam Dudak, Jason Freeman, 17 at 8 p.m. in Joynes. Both
the life that they will have to liked. Are homosexuals born
care for. A child is not a pet gay or is it a chosen lifestyle? ifhomosexual parenting ia the Scott Laughlin, Matt Johnson, are free and are cultural
that you can return to the Before I, as aheterosexual, can right thing, what would hap- Kevin Mitchell, Grant Small events.
ASPCAif it has problems. It is accept and understand homo- pen to the human race? So, and Jonathan Woods.
basic selfishness to put your sexuals, they all need to get before you hate me because I
•Kappa Sigma would like
own wants and desires before together and figure out why am straight and free-think- to announce its 1995-96 exthey are gay. I am so sick and ing, think about what would ecutive committee: Grand
your child's needs.
The plain truth is God cre- tired of people opposing every- happen if everyone was a pil- Master Jay Karen, Grand
•The Residence Hall Fun
ated Adaim and Eve—not Adam thing because they are so inse- low-biter.
Procurator Andy Wilson,
Grand Master of Ceremonies Olympics, sponsoredfayBSA,
FUP
Pete Kaliner, Gran d Treasurer will be Friday, April 7, startCONTINUED PXOM FACE 6
Dale Peeples and Grand Scribe ing at 3:30 p.m. at Peabody
Steven Field. Events include the
flunked the PAT? A lot of couple of moms. Why should they are, then we don't belong Brian Randle.
three-legged race, water repeople are parents due to the we deny a child a good home in this country. We should Andrews was elected IFC Rush lay, dash to class, soccer goal
simple fact that they can breed, because a couple is different? pack our stuff and move to some Chair.
challenge, dizzy izzy and more.
And what about gay people non-accepting country. We
which doesn't guarantee qualNo costs!! Plenty ofnice prizes!
who have a child with a hetero- could call it Non-acceptance
ity parenting.
See your RA or RD for details.
If homosexuality is caused sexual? Are they less of a par- Land.
•Hey residence halls! It ia
We say we are a nation of
by biological factors, discrimi- ent because they are gay? I
• " E x p r e s s i o n s Residence Life Appreciation
nating against gays is like dis- know a lesbian couple (one of freedom and equality...now it's
Contemporaines,"
a
French
Weeks. April 3-9 is Resident
criminating against races. If it which is a mother), and they time to prove i t
Slough is dead tissue which modern painting exhibition or- Assistant/Residence Director
is a choice, then it is discrimi- make as good as, if not better,
ganized
by
graduate
student
week. We truly appreciateyou
is
separated
and
thrown
off
nating against beliefs.
parents as any I've seen.
The heart of this issue isn't from living parts, as with gan- Aline Roser, will be at the In- Thank you for all the things
There are children out
ternational
House
in
Charlotte
you
do to enhance our living
there who need a home, who adoption. It's acceptance. If grene. It also rhymes witn
April 21-May 13. A French- environments.
need love and who could use a we can't accept people for who -fluff."

Students can voice concerns to legislators
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UCLA,
UCONN,
celebrate
victories
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Picture perfect shot

BY BRETT REDDEN
SPORTS WRITER

For all you Bill Clinton
fans, "There will be no repeat."
The Arkansas Razorbacks
were dethroned by the UCLA
Bruins in Monday night's
NCAA Championship game.
UCLAovercame injury and
all those who doubted the PAC10 champs to post a 89-78 victory. The Bruins got a huge
output from All-American senior forward Ed O'Bannon as
he pitched in 30 points and 16
rebounds.
Many believed that this
team was no different than
teams from the previous five
years who were put out in the
early rounds ofthe tournament.
The Bruins finished their
season with a (31-2) record,
which included a 19-game winning streak.
Cameron Dollar, who
stepped in for the injured Tyus
Edney, beat the Arkansas press
and broke down the defense on
the halfcourt set. Dollar finished with six points and eight
assists.
The story of the night was
diaper-dandy Toby Bailey, who
finished with 26 points and
nine rebounds. Bailey did little
things on both ends of the court
to help wear down the Razorback defense.
"I thought the freshmen
Bailey was the man and he
came up big for a youngster,"
said senior Gary Baker. "I
thought the game was very
entertaining. Arkansas died
away and was overpowered by
the UCLA side."
Arkansas'biggest performers didn't show up for the game
Junior forward Corliss
Williamson was 3 for 16 from
thefieldand junior guard Scottie Thurman was 2 for 9, which
included a rare 1-7 from threepoint land. Williamson dominated last year's championship
game, andThurmanhita higharching three pointer to beat

-£5:M'i

Freshman Charlie Randall shoots around outside Peabody Gym on Tuesday afternoon. Fans such as Randall watched UCLA
defeat Arkansas in Seattle for the NCAA title Monday night.

the shot clock and the game
clock showing 26 seconds left
in the game.
"On the inside they played
a physical game," Williamson
said. "They did a good job of
doubling down, tripling down.
I took some shots when I should
have passed it out"
This year was a different
story. You can blame the refs
for their inconsistent calls, but
the simple fact is that
Arkansas' MVP Williamson
couldn't hit his clutch free
throws, and the team missed
their open shots.
The UCLA Bruins dominated the glass by a 46 to 27
margin. The second chance
opportunities for the Bruins
was the key to the game.
"I didn't like the game. I
wanted Arkansas to win, but
UCLAdominatedtheglassand
shutdown Williamson en route
to victory," said sophomore Tim

Stewart.
UCLA ran off with the victory and the NCAA National
Championship.
The Connecticut women's
basketball team brought only
the third national championship in the school'shistory .with
a 70-64 victory over the University of Tennessee.
They did it in perfect fashion,finishingthe season with a
35-0 record.
This was the second time
in 14 years that a team has
gone undefeated.
The last team to accomplish this feat was the University of Texas, who went 34-0 in
1986.
The Huskies took advantage of the time UTs Niki
McCray was on the sideline
with an injury and fought back
to take the lead late in the
game.
"It was really neat for a

women'steamto be undefeated
in the final game," said freshmen Jennifer Castle. "Tennessee is always a powerhouse,
and it was nice to see Connecticut play at that level, too."
Despite being in foul
trouble midway through the
first half, Player of the Year
Rebecca Lobo scored 11 points
in the secondhalf to contribute
to the comeback. She finished
with 17 points to lead all players and added eight rebounds.
Kara Walters and Jennifer
Rizzotti were also in foul
trouble in the first half.
"My players were really
given the opportunity to show
what kind of character they
had," Connecticut coach Geno
Auriemma said.
The Connecticut defense
stepped up a level and held the
Volunteers offenBe tojust three
field goals in the final 10 minutes. The Huskies were cold

from beyond the arch but made
up for it with theirinside game.
Hie Huskies shbt 47 percent
from the field over the Volunteers.
The Huskies Rizzotti came
up with a steal to give UCONN
the lead by two, with a minute
and 53 seconds remaining.
That play carried the momentum for the Huskies the
rest of the way as they wenton
to beat the Tennessee Volunteers 70-64.
"I felt that Tennessee
should have won the game,"
Stewart said.
Stewart said Tennessee
rushed their offense as soon as
they fell behind. They needed
to relax, but that's easier said
than done, he said.
Tennessee, which finished
(34-3), was led by Latina Davis,
who scored 11 points. The AllAmerican McCray managed
only seven points.

a pitcher's duel. Radford's
Abbott got the better of the.
duel earning an 8-6 complete
game victory over the Eagles.
Winthrop jumped out te a
quick lead, scoring two runs in
the first. Eagle shortstop Jeff
Cisar drove in leadoff hitter
Tony Constantino with a sac
fly. Left fielder Joe Colameco
singled home Tom Derwin.
Winthrop's Abbott gave up
three third-inning doubles to
allow the Highlanders to take
a 3-2 lead. Radford scored two
more in the fourth to knock
Abbott out of the game.
Radford seemed to be in
complete control of the game
until Keller hit a two-run
homerun in the eighth to bring

the Eagles within striking distance 7-6. Radford was able to
work out of a bases-loaded, noout situation. Hollingsworth
struck out and Brian Dunn
grounded into a double play to
end the inning.
The Eagles' offense was
grounded, hitting into four
double plays and leaving eight
runners on base.
The Eagles play an exhibition game tonight at 7 p.m.
against the Charlotte Knights,
the Florida Marlin's triple-A
club, at Knights' Castle.
The Eagles have used
Knights Stadium for several
practices and last year played
the University of South Carolina in the Castle.

Highlanders slow down Eagle express
BY MATTHEW D. SULLIVAN
SPORTS WRITER

The Radford Highlanders
slowed the Eagles express over
the weekend in a three-game
set played in Radford, Va.
The Highlanders snapped
Winthrop's eight-game streak
and dropped the Eagles 21-112 and 6-3 Big South.
The weekend series started
out promising for the conference-leading Eagles. The
Eagles got out to a quick 3-1
lead in the first game of the
Saturday double-header.
Jeremy Keller, the team
leader in RBIs (31), powered
the early lead with two RBI
singles.

The Highlanders mounted
a come back and won the game
in the bottom half of the seventh! With the game deadlocked 3-3, Radford freshman
Jeff Collins hit a game-winning two run homerun offMike
Condon.
Condon went the distance
for the Eagles. He ran into
trouble in the sixth when he
gave up a homerun to Duane
Filchner to tie the game.
Radford's Kelly Dampeer
also touched Condon for a
dinger. Dampeer's 12th
homerun ofthe season tied the
Radford season record. With
the loss Condon's record
dropped to 3-4.
The Eagles rebounded in

the secSnd game to win 8-0.
The Eagles were paced by
Bryan Link's strong performance on the mound. Link
went the distance on the hill,
tossing a two-hitter, allowing
no walks and striking out seven
Highlanders.
Link was backed by all the
offense he needed early when
both Keller and Travis
Hollongs worth hit RBI doubles
in the top of the first.
Link's second shutout victory this season improved his
record to 5-2.
The Sunday rubber match
of the three-game series was
the "Battle of the Abbotts."
Winthrop starter Jim Abbott
faced Jim Abbott of Radford in
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Road trip has mixed results,
lose ground in conference
•v ROGER A. Wlumw
SPORTS EDITOR

Winthrop's trek to Maryland for a six-game swing was
amixed bag as the Lady Eagles
went 3-3 and lost three vital
conference games.
The Lady Eagles swept the
University ofMaryland 7-2,100, split with UMBC losing 5-1,
and winning 7-2 and dropped
two to Towson State 5-0 and 65.
The road trip opened in
disappointing fashion as the
Lady Eagles dropped a doubleheader to Towson State.
Freshman pitcher Chris
Paul pitched the first game of

the doubleheader, dropping the
5-1 decision. In the loss, the
Eagles put together five hits
and committed one error.
la the second of the twin
bill, the Eagles dropped in a 65 extra-inning thriller. On the.
mound, Kristen Gebhart went
the distance, going 9 1/3 innings and giving upfiveearned
runs.
Winthrop went out early
in the first and picked up two
runs. Towsor scattered runs
through the fremes and picked
up a pair in the seventh to tie
the game at five.
In the bottom of the 10th,
TSU manufactured a rally and
scored the game-winning run

Model of concentration

Oswaklo VikJoso prepares to hH a back had return on
Tuesday in action versus Anderson College. Winthrop was

with two runners left on base.
Sunday saw the Eagles fall
5-1 to the Retrievers of UMBC
in the first game.
The Retrievers used eight
straight hits in a big second
inning to race out to a 4-1 lead.
UMBC knocked starting
pitcher Chris Paul out of the
game and Karen Sadler took
her place. Sadler fared much
better giving up only one run
over the final 4 2/3 innings.
In the second game, the
Lady Eagles earned a split in
fine fashion and hammered out
a 7-2 victory.
The triumph over the Retrievers was highlighted by
Kathy Herdon and Shari
Schlict each picking up three
hits.
The Lady Eagles scattered
three runs over the first four
innings and exploded in the
fifth.
The three-run fifth gave
Eagle pitcher Gebhart a huge
cushion to work with. Gebhart
continued to shut down the
Retrievers to earn her third
victory of the season.
The Maryland trek concluded with a sweep over the
University of Maryland, winning big, 9-1 and 10-0.
Junior pitcher Tara
Gihnore earned the victory in
the 9-1 decision, scattering
three hits and one run over five
innings. Gihnore struck out five
of the Terrapin batters that
she faced.
In the final game, the
Eagles banged out 11 hits and
scored 10 runs en route to shutting out the Terps 10-0.
Eagle pitchers Jennifer
Holainger and Sadler combined
to shut down Maryland.
The tandem allowed only
three hits. With the Eagles
dominating on the mound,
Holsinger picked up her third
win of the season.
Freshman
shortstop
Tammy Neves went 2-for-3
with two homeruns and three
RBIs. Junior second baseman
Christine Yon added a solo
homerun of her own to highlight a 3-for-4 performance at
the plate.
The Lady Eagles take on
conference foe Radford
Wednesday at 2 p.m for a
doubleheader at Eagle Field.

TOUCHING BASE
•Winthrop basketball received the verbal commitment of Tyson Waterman. Waterman, a six-foot; point
guard from Wilmington, Del., averaged 23 points and
seven rebounds in his senior season to lead Sanford High
School to an 18-5 record.
Waterman was selected first team all-state and conference player of the year for the second consecutive
season. Waterman, who was nominated for the: McDonalds'
and Blue Chip All-American teams, chose Winthrop over
Boston University, University ofMaryland Eastern-Shore,
University of Delaware and Colorado State University.
•Jeff Greene, Winthrop's first NCAA All-American, is
the conference leader in the 5,000-meter race. Greene, a
senior, leads the conference with a 14:17.1 performance.
Freshman shotputter and discus thrower Tiesha
McNeal is also among the conference leaders. McNeal is
second in the conference in the shot with a best of 39-3 1/
2 and leads the conference in the discus with abestof 1153.
•Today the Winthrop Eagle baseball team plays an
exhibition with the Charlotte Knights.
The Knights will entertain the Eagles at Knights'
Castle in their last exhibition before opening play in the
International League on Thursday.
The cost for the exhibition is $5 for the public and $3
for students. Proceeds from the exhibition will benefit the
Winthrop baseball team and York County Habitat for
Humanity.
•Boston University Terriers broke a 17-year drought
and finally recaptured the NCAA hockey championship
with a 6-2 victory over the University of Maine Black
Bears 6-2.
BU, the 1994 beaten finalist, erased the memories of
last year's 9-1 title game lossfaystreaking out to a 3-0 lead
in the second period and clinching the title.
•Wake Forest sophomore center Tim Duncan was
named the national defensive player of the year by the
National Association of Basketball Coaches.
•Duncan led the ACC in blocked shots for the second
consecutive year with 135 blocks—11 more than the 124
he accumulated as a freshman. Duncan's 159 career blocks
place him No. 1 all-time in the Wake Forest record books.

Recreational sports update
•The Intramural 2-on-2 Volleyball Tournament will be
played on Saturday, April 8. The tournament will begin at
10:30 a.m. on Peabodyfield.Deadline for entries is Friday,
April 7, by 5 p.m. in 205 Peabody Gym.
There will be men's and women's divisions. Participants must sign up by the specified deadline and be at
Peabody field by 10:30 am. on Saturday to find out their
match time.
•The entiy deadline for 4 on 4 Coed Volleyball is also
Friday, April 7, by 5 p.m. in 205 Peabody.
The tournament will be played on Tuesday, April 11,
and if needed Wednesday, April 12. Starting time each
evening is 7 p.m.
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i$l off cover charge! featuring live music by:
S onFri. or Sat. ! 4/6-Big Stoner-Creek
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SILVER DOLLAR SALOON
Silver Dollar AND Money
memberships honored. New
memberships available at the
JJOOT!

"This ain't no honky-tonk!"

Open 7 p.m.-until
^ix pool tables
Drink specials

4/7-Some of Them Kind
4/8-Viands

Silver Dollar Saloon
1037 Camden Ave.
(Behind McDonald's)
324-7557
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Friday, April ?
•Performing arts: DSU and the Fine
Arts Association will sponsor a performance by the Shapiro and Smith Dance
Company. The seven-member company
includes four men and three women from
a variety of backgrounds and cultures.
The group will perform in Johnson Theater at 8 p.m. Admission is free for Winthrop faculty, staff and students.

Saturday, April 8
•Jazz night: Jazz guitarist and singer
Daryle Ryce will fill Dinkins ATS with the
sound of music at 8 p.m. Ryce earned
acclaim at venues across the United
States and has a following among jazz
lovers in and around Charlotte. Admission is $1 with ID, $2 without.

Tuesday, April 11
•Intellectual feast: Actor, poet and playwright John W. Love, Jr. will be in Dinkins
ATS at 8 p.m. Love will read selected
pieces from "Picture Perfect Images from
the Mocha Regions of a Chocolate Boy's
Reality," "Survival Shrine" and "Like the
Fishbone That is Stuck in Your Throat:
Love Songs that Hurt." This event is
sponsored by Global.

Fad becomes growing sport
•Y JACKIE LOWERY

ENTERTAINMENT Eorrofl

Once considered the toys
of the young, in-line skates are
becoming a way of life.
In-line skating, or
rollerblading, has become the
fastest growing sport in the
United States according to the
National Sporting Goods Association.
In 1990,3.6million people
skated at least once on a pair of
in-line skates. By 1993, the
number rose to 12 million
people.
Instant Replay Sports has
sold a lot of the skates over the
past few months.
"We had quite a lot of business over the Christmas holidays for youth in-line skates,"
manager Kevin Tindad said.
"A month ago, when the
weather started warming up,

adult sales went up."
Tindad said the store is
almost out ofskates and will be
reordering soon.
Bo Finley, who taught outdoor activities at Camp
Thunderbird in Lake Wylie,
S.C., definitely sees the sport's
popularity rising.
1 think it is a lot more fun
and safer than rollerskating
and skateboarding," Finley
said
Finley, a physical education major, also said most
people skate because it's a new
sport and is something different.
According to Henry Ford
Heart and Vascular Institute
in Detroit, which studied the
sport, skating at a pace of 11
m.p.h. burns about 400 calories an hour.
When skaters increase
their speed to 17 m.p.h., they

burn about 50 percent more
calories.
Though the number of
skaters has risen, community,
recreation and park departments haven't found ways to
accommodate the new sport.
The Rock Hill Parks, Recreation and Tourism Department maintains a system of 28
parks and doesn't have facilities for in-line skaters.
Patty Panetti, activities
programmer for the department, said there aren't places
for skaters because in-line
skates don't have any brakes.
As sales of in-line skates
start to rise, so have skaters'
trips to emergency rooms.
The Consumer Product
Safety Commission predicted
last year that, out of about 10
million in-line skaters, emergency room injuries would
double to about 80,000.

with honey so he can be attacked by a swarm of bees and
leave him to die.
The movie then goes back
to the present, where the
Candyman legend is reborn
after several brutal murders
occur in New Orleans during
Mardi Gras. The setting adds
surrealism to heighten the
film's link between fantasy and

Candyman is only a myth. As
soon as Annie speaks his name
thefifthtime, Matthew notices
a single bee fly repeatedly into
a window pane. Soon after,
Matthew runs away from
home.
That night, while Annie is
athome with her husband Paul,
she looks atherself in the bathroom window and Candyman
appears. When Paul comes
upstairs, Candyman slashes
him to death with his hook in
front of Annie.
The rest of the film follows
Annie's struggle to find a way
to destroy Candyman, clear her
brother's name and find Matthew.
One reason I found
"Candyman II" so terrifying is
the amazingly realistic special
effects. I will probably pass out
the next time I find a bee in my
apartment
This film isn't meant to be
seen alone, so take a friend.

Realistic special effects, music
make handyman' worth seeing
•Y Roam E. FOQLE

ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

(Rear to front) Candyman (Tony Todd) haunts every aspect
o* Annle Tarrant'sJKelty Rowan) life in the film "Candyman
II: Farewell to the rleeh .

I have one word for students this week—Candyman.
"Candyman II—Farewell
to the Flesh" is the continuing
saga of the hook-wielding man
behind the mirror.
I watched most of this
movie through my hair. The
older I get, the less my stomach
can take horror movies.
The movie begins in Louisiana just after the Civil War,
where the Candyman legend
originates. Daniel, the son of
a black slave, falls in love with
Caroline Sullivan, the beautifiil daughter of a white landowner.
When Caroline becomes
pregnant, her father sends an
angiy racist mob after Daniel.
They use a rusty saw to sever
the hand that Daniel, an artist, uses to draw.
They proceed to cover him

reality.

Ethan, a young law student, confesses to one of the
murders. His sister, Annie,
knows he didn't commit the
murders and is determined to
clear his name.
Meanwhile, Annie, a school
teacher, notices one of her students, Matthew, has begun to
draw disturbing sketches of
Candyman.
After Matthew's classmates tease him about his
drawings, Annie
says
"Candyman" five times into a
mirror to show the kids that
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Music reviews by Christopher D. Dorrah
Champ MC
Betta Recognize
East West

Champ MCs album is
done on a pure street level
and may not appeal to some
people, but most should be
Champ MC steps for- able to rest
ward to remind her girl- lyrical i
friends of how to stay in
Slash's Snakeplt
control ofheart and money
J fa Five O'Cloek
matters.
Somewhere
She holds nothing
Geffin
back in her rhymes, which
pack a serious punch. FeaG u n s N ' Roses axet u r e d s i n g e r Michael
Speaks brings a sultry tone slin^er, Slash, makes an impressive solo debut at the
to the chorus.
She comes with ill-ani- nelm of a four- piece outfit
mated lyrics, combined that shines as much for his
with metaphors that stun. guitar playing.
The music is targeted
From the smooth beginning to the crashing toward a hard-rock audience
conclusion, the music has but has crossover potential
a pure '90s bad-boy theme. for the pop rock, top 40 lisThe music is coated with teners.
The g r a n d i o s e f i r s t
rough bass lines and innovative horn loops. From single, "Beggers & Hangerson,
is the most Guns N'
the opening of tne album,
Champ dominates like few Roses-inspired track on the
album ana is reminiscent of
MCs before her.
"Betta Recognize" is an "November Rain."
Other songs with lethal
album every MC who has
ever picked up a micro^Neither
Can I,""Dime Store
hone, pad or pen should
sten to. Champ MC ex- Rock," "Monkey Chow" and
presses her views on the "What Do You Want To Be."
Also ofnote is "Back And
game" and how things
Forth Again," a power balhave to change.

E

lad that showcases Slash's
softer side.
The album is a mighty
debut that proves, to the
possible detriment of Gun
K Roses, Slash can cut it
on his own.

Trlsha Yearwood
Think in' About You

mt

For her fourth album,
Trisha Yearwood and producer Garth Fundis have
managed to unearth an exceptional bunch ofballads.
Remakes of Gretchen
Peters' "On A Bus To St.
Cloud" and Kim Richey's
"There Words We Said" are
the kindofhigh dram a ballads this singer can really
wrap her formidable vocal
cords around.
As usual, however,
when the tempo picks up,
as it does on "The Restless
Kind," Yearwood tends to
lose her footing, and her
voice drags behind the
beat.
Yearwood is a good
singer who sometimes gets
lost when the production
gets too thick.

rSiiiger devotes life to music
BYCHWSTOPHER D . DORRAH
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Singer Daryle Ryce has had
a love affair with music since
she was five years old, when
she began piano lessons with
her godmother.
When she was older, her
father bought h er a guitar. She
prepared for her first performance by singing and playing
"Hang Down Your Head Tom
Dooley."
By the time she entered
Converse
College
in
Spartanburg, S.C., Ryce had
learned to play a variety of
instruments, including the violin, clarinet, flute, saxophone,
organ, cello, viola, electric bass
and harmonica.
She also studied for three
summers at Brevard Music
Center in North Carolina.
Music professor Tom
Hilldrift said, "Daryle's a great
musician and is a great composer. Ifs very good for the
music students here to have
her; it shows that a music student can make it"
After the death of her father in the early '70s, Ryce realized the importance of expressing her deepest emotions
through her music.
Rather than teach, she
chose to retire from the academic scene a year early and
venture across the United
States.
Ryce and her guitar have
earned national and international acclaim. She gave performances for such dignitaries
as miss universe and children
from Chernobyl.

VWJIV n y w v

"She is very talented, and
I'm glad that someone on her
level is here. When people hear
her sing they're inspired," said
music major David Perrott
Ryce has opened for a variety of performers, including
Rodney Crowell, James Taylor, Kenny Rankin and The
Oakridge Boys.
Her radio and television
experiences include commercials for Kellogg's Rice Kri spies,
Campbell's, Lake Norman Regional Medical Hospital and I
Wish I Could Foundation, during which Ryce donated an
original song to be used for
promotion and fund raising.
In Charlotte, her home
since 1978, Ryce has been asked
to perform at events such as
the the new coliseum's opening

PHOTO COURTESY OF DSU

ceremonies, the Charlotte
Symphony's cabaret series,
Jazz Charlotte and the singing of the "Star Spangled Banner" at Hornet basketball and
Rage football games.
Music major Antron
Rearden believes Ryce is "a
master of none but knows all."
"What I mean by that is
she plays so many different
instruments she's not just a
master of one," Rearden said.
"A persona like hers comes only
once in a life time. She always
gives me advice and is a sort of
mother to me."
Ryce will bring her musical talent to Dinkins ATS on
April 8 at 8 p.m. It will be an
approved cultural event Tickets are $1 with ID and $2
without

PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG

Freshman Kbnyetta Grant browses through books In the
reference section in Dacus Library Monday afternoon.

LATBHA BROWN LEE
SPECIAL TO THE JOHNSONAIN

Currently, reality-based
and mystery books are keeping the book industry busy
with customers.
From O.J. Simpson and
Susan Smith to house cats
who solve murder mysteries,
local bookstore owners and
library workers aren't surprised by what readers find
interesting.
Weldenbook's Assistant
Manager Debbie Johnson said
a lot ofbook buyers want what
is being covered in the media.
"It looks like the trend is
O.J. or Susan Smith,"
Johnson said. "People are fascinated. The media has
whipped up a frenzy."
According to the New
York Times Review, books
about O. J. Simpson stayed at
the No. 1 and 2 slots on the
nonfiction best seller list.
The books "I Want to Tell
You... " and "Raging Heart"
spent more than 10 weeks on
the list.
Johnson said the books
are now off the list because
media coverage and interest
of the Simpson trial has declined.
Montrio Belton, a junior,
said he bought "I Want to Tell
You" to hear Simpson's side
of the story.
"The media was the biggest influence," Belton said.
John son said the demand
for mysteries and biographies
is growing.
Cat mysteries like Lillian
Jackson Braun's series and
mystery books with female
protagonists are becoming
popular.
"The cat mysteries are
humorous and good mysteries on top of that," she said.

Johnson also said mystery
writers have more constant
readers than horror, a genre
dominated by Stephen King
and Dean Koontz.
"Everything from the
light-hearted, with the animals, to the very technical
mystery writers have a strong
following," Johnson said.
Elizabeth Taylor Ellis, reference manager of The York
County Library, said they get
a big demand for the best sellers.
"If we see a lot of holds on
a book, we try to lease books to
cover the demand," Ellis said.
The books are loaned to
the library from a company
that leases to libraries.
Linda Albright, head of the
monographs and acquisitions
department at Dacus Library,
said the library tries to get
books that are popular and
that students or faculty request.
"If students request some
thing we usually try to get it,"
Albright said.
She said she uses the New
York Times Review as one
guide to help her with her
book purchasing.
"If people talk to us more,
we can do a better job to get
the books in," Albright said.
The acquisitions depart
ment tries to use their budget
to purchase as many books as
possible that the students
want or need in their curricu
lum.
Albright, who's worked
with libraries for llyears,said
she has noticed students are
reading more of a variety now.
"Students are into things
that are popular culture and
controversial," Albright said.
Albright said the most
popular books are those per
tainingto current events.
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Students get
career help
•Y JOYCE TSOALE
LIVHG WRITER

Whoever said two is better
than one must have known
about the two Career Service
offices available to students
who are in search of a job.
At the beginning of the semester, a new Career Service
office opened in Thurmond.
Even though Career Services
located across the street from
Tillman is still open to students, the new Career Service
office is more convenient for
students who want to save their
energy instead of walking
across the street. The new office was set up in Thurmond
because the faculty, staff and
students in the business department saw there was a need
for one.
Virginia Martina, a Career
Service assistant, said more
students have used the new
Career Service office since
spring break.
"We help six to eight students a day," Martina said. "Response from students has been
very positive."
Michelle Williams, a political science mqjor, said the
new office is needed because
the Career Service staff will be

able to focus better on finding
internships and co-ops for business students.
"The new office makes it
more accessible for students
to find a job," junior Claudia
Sullivan said.
When the office first
opened in January, the Career Service staff just helped
students with resumes. Now,
their services have expanded
and improved.
For example, students
don't have to wait for a
meeting to receive co-op information. Co-op orientation is
available to students. During
the orientation, private co-op
interviews take place with
available staff and interested
students. In order to participate in a co-op orientation session, students have to provide a resume.
Martina said co-op orientation takes at least 30 minutes. During this time, students fill out applications and
talk about what is available to
them through the co-op program.
A mentor program is also
available at the new office in
which people from the private
sector volunteer their time to
talk to students. Mentors are

Archives offering
Film Festival II
Films give students glimpse of history
KARAN ROBINSON
SPECIAL TO THE JOHNSONIAN

w

inthrop students
can get a taste of history and
complete a cultural event requirement all in less than a
hour Friday.
The Winthrop University Archives will sponsor Film
Festival II in the basement of
Dacus Library, room 18.
Assistant archivist Gina
Price White said two films
will be shown for the free
event.
One is titled "The Winthrop Presidents: D.B.
Johnson." It's a documentary
on the life and accomplishments of Winthrop's first
president, White said. The
length is 26 minutes.
The second film consists
ofvarious clips from the 1940s
and 1950s. They are spliced
together to make an 11-minute
film. The color film showcases the activities and traditions of Winthrop students.
One tradition was the May
Day festivities, which students put a lot of work into.
"Winthrop students today
will appreciate the dresses
they wore for May Day " ar-

"Students can
get a better understanding of history by watching
the film."
- Ron Chepesiuk,
archivist
chivist Ron Chepesiuk said.
"The tradition was stopped in
the '60s. Students can get a
better understanding of history by watching the film."
"I like learning about the
history of Winthrop," Alicia
Henderson, student assistant
in the archives, said.
There will be two presentations of the films. Students
may choose between the 2 or
3 p.m. viewing.
"The main purpose of the
Winthrop Archives is to collect and preserve the history
of Winthrop," White said.
The archives may be used
by students, faculty, staff and
the public.
For more information on
Film Festival II and the Winthrop Archives, call323-2131.
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Janice Bosnian and Career Service assistant Virginia Martina discuss graduate school
options In the new Career Service office Monday. The second office opened In January to
provide a more central location for students to visit
either retired, still working or dents can bring their own re- Thurmond.
have their own consulting busi- sume to be critiqued, or they
"Students can find out
nesses.
can use a disk resume that's more about the services the
Martina said each mentor available.
new office offers by the brohas a specialty, such as acIf students apply for a job chures that are available in
counting, and they answer all on the Job Find board, their the student services office,"
questions students may have resumes are taken and mailed Martina said. "We want to let
about finding a job.
to the company the student is students know what is avail"Students can call in and interested in.
able to them."
ask for an appointment to meet
Martina said more stuThe new Career Service
with a mentor," Martina said. dents are aware of the new office is located on the second
For students who don't office because of advertise- floor of Thurmond in room 223
have a resume, Career Services ments on bulletin boards in and is open 24 hours during
will help them get started. Stu- the main entrance' 'of'

looting his horn...

Accompanist to Temptations,
Four Tops studies at Winthrop;
BY KAREN N. MITCHELL
LIVING WRITER

Accompanist to The Four
Tops and Temptations toots
his horn at Winthrop University.
Musician Jack Murray has
been attending Winthrop to
work on his bachelor's degree
in music performance.
"A friend set me up with a
lesson with Dr. Phil Thompson," Murray said. "I felt like
he had a lot to offer and a lot to
teach me, so I stayed."
Murray tourgj the east
coast and Midwestern states,
playing his horn for the Temptations and The Four Tops.
"Dr. Thompson is real supportive, and he got me jobs
where people could hear me,"
Murray said. "And the guy
who contracts horn players for
the Four Tops and Temptations heard me and liked the
way I played."
Murray said the first time
he played with The Four Tops
was in Columbia at the State
Fair three and one-half years
ago.
Murray said they also
toured last summer.
"We started out at Radio

Music Hall then played at Wolf took off, and my music career
Trap, an outdoor theater in got put on a back burner."
Murray was managing a
Washington, D.C.," Murray
said. "The tour played in Char- radio station in Virginia four
years ago when he decided he
lotte for the last day."
Murray has also been on had done all there was to do in
tour with The Four Tops and radio. That's when his music
career began, although Murray
Frankie Valli.
He studied music at the is currently working at a '70s
University of Texas with station.
Woody Herman.
This summer, Murray will
"I always loved singing in tour with The Four Tops again
elementary school," Murray in Atlantic City and for a Leg- ,
said. "When I was in the sixth ends Tour that will start in ]
grade, there was this girl I Malene, 111.
The Spinners, Mary Williked that played clarinet, so I
thought that would be a good son of the Supremes and
way to get to sit beside her." Jimmie Walker ofthe All-Stars
Murray still plays the will be in the Legends Tour
clarinet to this day. Murray with The Four Tops and Tempsaid he started playing the tations.
"I'd like to keep playing,"
saxophone in the ninth grade
because he wanted to get into Murray said. "But I'd also like
to teach at colleges and univera jazz band.
"I noticed that all the sax sities."
Murray plans to get his
players like Woody Herman
and Buddy Rich played flute, undergraduate degree in May.
so I figured I better learn to He hopes to go to graduate
school and also finish his masplay it too," Murray said.
The musician said he also ter's degree at Winthrop University.
had an interest in radio.
"I'd like to get a job at a
"I started in radio when I
was 11, so I went to North college like my teacher does
Texas State .University (o here teaching woodwinds,"
study music and radio," ? Murray said. "Winthrop—hire
Murray said. "My radio career ' me, I'm available/' *
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Adverse tanning effects numerous

; BY KAREN N. MTCHELL
i LIVING WRITER

skin cancer is melanoma, a
malignant mole kind of cancer," Lepine said. "One of the
reasons it develops is because
of chronic sunlight exposure."
In addition to the possibility of developing cancers,
Lepine said overexposure to the
sun can cause health problems to flair up or become
worse.
"Lupus is a disease that is
very much aggravated by sun
exposure," Lepine said.
Lepine also said there is
absolutely no evidence that
overexposure to the sun or a
lamp light in tanning salons
has any positive effects, such
as curing seasonal affective
disorder, obesity or increasing
sex drive in men.
"That is a bunch of hogwash," Lepine said. "You won't
find any articles proving those
statements about the benefits
of sun exposure in any good
reference journal."
Wellness counselor Linda
Hoover agreed tanning has
adverse affects.
"The most detrimental effect of sun exposure is skin
cancer," Hoover said.
Hoover said that if you decide to go out and get a tan,
make sure you use sunblock
and avoid tanning during the
sun's peak hours from 10 a.m.
through 3 p.m.
If you can't avoid working
in the sun, the ACS pamphlet
said you can protect yourself
against skin cancer by avoiding the peak hours of the sun

As the days get longer and
the weather becomes warmer,
students on Winthrop University campus have been spending more time outside.
Students have also begun
working on their suntan before
the summer gets here. However, overexposure to the sun
has detrimental effects.
According to a pamphlet
from the American Cancer Society, cancer of the skin is the
mostfrequentlydeveloped type
of cancer.
The ACS reports about
700,000 cases of skin cancer
occur in this country each year.
Melanoma was diagnosed in
about 32,000 Americans in
1993.
Malignant melanomaisthe
most harmful type of skin cancer.
Rock Hill physician Eugene
Lepine agreed the sun has
many harmful effects.
"The most important effect
for anybody is that chronic sunlight exposure, whether it's
from tanning, laying out in the
sun or working in the sun, damages connective tissue in skin,"
Lepine said. This is what gives
skin a wrinkled, leathery thick
look when you get older."
Lepine, who is a physician
at the Rock Hill Dermatology
Center, said tanning increases
the risk of skin cancer considerably, and the lighter the color
of skin, the more at risk the
individual is.
. w ^ and by wearipg clothing that
"The most feared type of covers up as much of the skin

PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG

students Qulntln Tisdale, Konstantln Mouslos and Stephen Wilson sit outside Sims Tuesday afternoon. Sun exposure can be harmful to the skin even In small amounts, so care
should be taken to avow long-term damage.

"The most important effect for anybody is that chronic sunlight exposure, whether it'sfromtanning, laying out in the sun
or working in the sun, damages connective tissue in skin."
- Eugene Lepine, physician
as possible.
The pamphlet also suggested not to use sunlamps or
tanning salons and to wear a
sunscreen with a sun protection factor of at least 15.

Flat, scaly, reddish
patches that develop on the
head, shoulders and shins
should be regularly checked
by a doctor. 'Hiese patches can
turn into squamous cell skin

cancer.
Blemishes, moles and
other skin markings should
also be checked by a doctor if
they change in size, shape or
color.

Need to make up a class or just want to get ahead? Wish you could find a way to
beat high tuition? Greenville Tech's Summer Transient Program is the answer.
Last year, over 700 students from nearly 100 institutions earned credits that
transferred back to their own colleges and universities at Greenville Tech's very
reasonable tuition rates. A permission form from your college is needed — call
Greenville Tech and ask for your summer transient
packet today. Check out our convenient
scheduling options including College on TV!

photography major,
• Wttftrop Lake.

For a
summer transient packet,
call 250-8111 or toll-free
in SC 1-800-922-1183.

GREENVILLE
TECHNICAL
COLLEGE
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'Founding' dean leaves Winthrop
sv CARMEN COLEMAN
ARTS WRITER

Winthrop University's
Bennett Lentczner, dean ofthe
school of visual and performing arts, will leave April 14 to
take a position as provost and
chief executive officer of the
New World School of the Arts
in Miami on April 17.
The position of provost of
the New World School of the
Arts will vary somewhat from
the Winthrop position.
Lentczner said, "[Provost
is] a title that is representative
of the chief academic officer of
an institution. It's a job that
parallels a presidency."
"They used a search firm
and I was one ofthe people who
was nationally identified as a
likely candidate," Lentczner
said
The school consists ofabout
850 college and high school students. They are qualified to
attend the school because of
their artistic talents.
"The school has both a college and high school program,"
Lentczner said. "It's very similar in its structure to the North
Carolina School of the Arts.
The school itself is highly selective in terms ofart students."
According to a press release, the New World School is
a cooperative program of the
University of Florida, MiamiDade Community College and

Dade County public schools.
Lentczner is ready to assume his position in Miami and
isready toinitiateplans to build
more arts facilities for the Miami school.
"I'm looking forward to
working with the extremely
talented students and faculty,
[and] I will be looking to work
with the legislature of Florida
and private funding to enhance
thecurrent budget ofthe school
as well as facilitate the funds
for building," Lentczner said.
Although lentczner looks
forward to a new challenge, he
will miss Winthrop students
and faculty.
"We've established a school
of the arts. We've established a
presence in the state of South
Carolina and, for that matter,
nationally for our programs,"
Lentczner said.
"I was the founding dean of
the school of visual and performing arts," he said.
"I have enjoyed the opportunity that this position has
afforded me, and I have enjoyed working with many creative people in facilitating the
arts at Winthrop," Lentczner
said. "I'm going to miss the
people, no question."
Carol Quin, chair of the
music department, said, "Dean
PHOTO BY CARRIE ARMSTRONG
Lentczner has been a strong
advocate for the arts, and we Dean Bennet Lenctzner poses in his office Monday aflerwill truly miss him."

Professional music fraternity offers scholarship

BY CARMEN COLEMAN
ARTS WRITER

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
Winthrop's only music fraternity, recently added six men to
their roster and is looking forward to its 10th anniversary in
1996.
Phi Mu Alpha is a professional fraternity that dedicates
its efforts to promoting music
in the Winthrop community.
"Eveiy year wegive a scholarship," current President
Mike Miller said. "This year

we're going to give a $500 scholarship for next year."
Members of the faculty
have been quite pleased with
the accomplishments ofPhi Mu
Alpha.
Carol Quin, chair of the
music department, said, "Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia is a powerful force on the Winthrop campus in retaining male students
and building a sense of brotherhood among students who
participate in the music programs."
"They have raised money

for scholarships, done service
for the department of music,
developed
worthwhile
projects, and presented a
musicale with their fraternal counterpart, the women
of Delta Omnicron," she said.
Phi Mu Alpha consists of
16 music students and a large
portion of the male music faculty.
Phi Mu Alpha members
insistthatallthose interested
in joining show a dedication
for music.
Miller said, "It's a selec-

tive process, but mostly it's
people who are interested in
music and participated in ensembles. They do not have to be
music majors."
Freshman Charles Bennett
said, "It is a great bonding experience for us to get to know each
other outside of classes. I would
encourage anyone that is a music major to join this group of
fellows."
Those interested in finding
out more about Phi Mu Alpha
can call the department ofmusic
at 2255.

Injury on set
BY SAM MOSHER
ARTS EDITOR

The Thursday, Mardi 30 performance ofnight Mother" was
cancelled due to an injury of one
of the actresses.
AmyAull,whoplayedJessie,
suffered an eye injury to her
cornea.
"I was at work in the scene
shop, cleaning up, and some
sawdust got in my eye," Aull
said. "I washed out my eye, then
I went to Crawford. They washed
it out again and put a patch on
it."
"I went back later that day
because I thought there was still
sawdust in it," Aull said. "They
said there was not, but the next
day I went to an optometrist,
and he said there was sawdust
andithad scratched my cornea."
"I feel better," Aull said.
"They took the patch off, but it
still
needs some time to heal."
PH6T6 BV CARRIE AW45TWW5
The play*sfinal performance
Junior KeMey Sarvte and sophomore Brooke Gladden work on their projectsforMary Mntick's
was rescheduled to Sunday,
sculpture class.
April 2.
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Photo exhibit
The Light Factory in
Charlotte is opening its new
exhibit on the Holocaust for
the anniversaiy ofWorld War

n.

Its entitled "Prom Darkness to Darkness, Reflections
on Memory and Experience
After the Holocaust"
The opening reception
will be held from 6 to 9 p.m.
on Saturday, April 8.
There will also be a gallery talk on the 8th with Richard Kraft and Joe Biel,
two of the shows' artists.

Bridge play
The Bridge, Winthrop's
multi-cultural theater
group, will be performing
"For Colored Girls who have
Considered Suicide/ When
the Rainbow is Enuf' April
13-15 in Johnson Studio Theater.
Written by Ntozake
Shange, it will be directed
by Winthrop
student
Katrina Wilkerson.

Arts Calendar
April 6 - Student recital, Cassandra Riddle, soprano
Locale - Recital Hall
Time - 8 p.m. Free
April 7 - Winthrop Archives Film Festival II
Locale - Dacus 018
Time - 2 p.m. and 3 p.m.
Free
April 7 - Fine Arts Preview Lecture
Locale - Johnson Studio
Theater
Time - 7 p.m. Free
April 7 - Fine Arts Series, "Shapiro & Smith Dance
Company"
Locale - Johnson Theater
Time - 8 p.m. Winthrop
students pick up tickets at
Dinkins.
April 8-Concert, Daiyle
Rice
Locale - Dinkins ATS
Time - 8 p.m. $1 with
I.D.
April 9 - Student recital, Amy Parks, clarinet and
Kelly Hebblethwaite, flute
Locale - Recital Hall
Time • 8 p.m. Free
April 10 - Student recital, Katherine Scheldt,
guitar

April 11-Winthrop Chorale
Locale - McBiyde Hall
T i m e - 8 p.m. Free
April 12-WinthropGuitar Ensemble
Locale -Recital Hall
Time - 8 p.m. Free

The Johnsonian
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Horoscopes
College Horoscopes b y Linda Black
Aries (March 21-April 19). friend. Lay low this weekend, and finish
Wednesday,finisha paper. Thursday's an assignment thafs coming due soon.
pretty much wasted; don't plan anyLibra (Sept 23-Oct 23). YouH
thing significant for thai. Expect a be sharp as a tack on Wednesday. Write
roommate to be in a funk on Friday, so reports, give speeches and talk your
you won't be upset if that happens. Be friends into doing what you want An
'nice, or you'll make it worse. Get out of older woman may be a bit tough to figure
town Saturday and Sunday. Condi- on Thursday. Be patient and the issue
tions are perfect for a decathlon week- should become clear by Friday. Listenend, with a date.
dor 't argue. A bold date may try to talk
Taurus (April 20-May 20). you into doing something outrageous this
Don't fritter away money on Wednes- weekend.
day. Settle down to study on Thursday,
Scorpio (Oct 24-Nov. 21). You
and by Friday night you may be done may need to pay fees as soon as Wedneswith another big assignment Celebrate day. Make initial contact on Thursday,
by attending a group activity; you may but don't complete that rendezvous until
find an attractive prospect there. Ro- around lunchtime on Friday. YouH be
mance looks good all weekend. Get a irresistible. Romance is good over the
friend to help you build something for weekend, but you also have to complete
your room.
an assignment. Ifyou'regettingbeatenin
Gemini (May 21-June 21). a competition, back off gracefully.
Wednesday, make the most efficient
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
use of every minute. Yes, that will take Expect a lively argument on Wednesday.
planning. Friday and Saturday morn- Pay attention and learn something, too.
ing are good times to go shopping for Neither a borrower nor a lender be on
food. Again, be prepared You may get Thursday. Friday's better for either. Fincompany over the weekend. You'll also ish up a practical matter, like paying the
have homework, so you'll have to focus bills, on Saturday morning so you can get
your attention in order to get every- in some exercise over the weekend. Your
thing done.
sweetie may want to stay home.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Be
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Deprepared to explain your position on vote Wednesday to homework; you've let
Wednesday. Rest as much of Thursday it pile up! Don't take a roommate's temas possible. Don't take offense at a per tantrum too seriously on Thursday.
professor's direct remark, especially on The squall may blow over as quickly as it
Friday. It may have been made in jest came and be forgotten by Friday. Shop
It may be hanl to find the funds to do carefully for a household item this weekeverythingyouwantthis weekend. Love end. Don't let your friend talk you into
is vying with school requirements for spending too much.
your limited resources.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Orga- Wednesday is better for playing, and for
nize team activities on Wednesday for doing a big reading assignment. Thursfun and maximum effectiveness. Avoid day and Friday may be a grind. Don't
makingfinancial decisions, or any other complain; stick with a miserable job until
kind, on Thursday. The test on Friday it's finished. You may get a chance to
will require you to use your intuition, as build something magnificent over the
well as your natural intelligence. You weekend. Join up with another creative
can relax over the weekendL YouTl prob- type and let your imaginations run wild!
ably get whatever you want
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22). Wednesday could be confusing. Although
Changes are rampant on Wednesday, you have to scurry to keep up, it could be
Keep your overall goals in mind, so you kind of exciting, too. Romance beckons
don't get confused. Consult friends on on Thursday or Friday. Don't neglect
Thursday, but don't act until Friday, your schoolwork! This weekend you may
The person who's giving you the most haveto work. Ifthejob is offered, take it.
trouble this week could turn into a good YouH have uses for the money soon!

w i n

Crossword 101
Play By Play Voices"

15
16
17
18
20
21
22

Bay window
CNns's continent
Pain's partner
SasfcaftaffMifce
HamHon'sM
Can do
Actors Alan & Robert

25 Beard* print lead In
27 Cruised
29 fbotbatfvofca
33 Church official
34 Winter vehicles
36 IkwKLtfin
36 Sumeup
37 ttuprttn
38 Steak
30 Aaootforone
40 Footbal, e.g.
41 Ms. Doone
42 former Washington t a r n
44 A Grand one
46 Quote
46 Owsrpowsring terror
47 Utah,e.g.
SO Untainted
61 Pie
mode
54 ftmtowfce
57 Mc Clapton
58 Ford. e.g.
SO Fracas
60 HsMMflangoooe
61 M M i machine gun

63 Colon
1
2
3
4

By Gerry Frey

Malts warm
Fairy trie starta
Fboferfvofce
Sugar suHk

5
8
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Searched thoroughly
Examtypee
Bog down
Singer S«e to Mende
PUmleef
Roof parts

47
48 Wsd. Mower
49 laugh-ln's Johnson

PkybypkySumnrnnH

19
21
24
25 AtytyptyMusbarger
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
37

40 Plgpene
41 BowMng bai need
43 Lights, i

Trouncae
Songofyeateryear
Befogs
Cubs'uofce
add
54 across, e.g.
Shop
Csninename

53
56
56
57

Top cards
EmparorAbrev
Duckfotmitfion
Conclusion

" God, as some cynic has satf,
liA a L J a llrfllllll
n vniyi M
on lum
M I V wrwcn

hss (he beat footwir coach."
Hm/wood Broun

O tm
n l C W t tHirlatrs
PO. Mm 4U, SchMKta*, NV 1 2 * 1
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Roommate wanted to
share large 3 bedroom
Apartment on Lake
Wylie with two professionals. Rent is $300 per
month. This place must
be seen to be believed.
Call 366-5252.

CLASSIFIEDS
StodenU a n cnconiafad to invMtifate all daimi thoroaghly before

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

2
bedroom
townhcuses, 1 1/2
baths, fully-equipped
kitchen, swimming
pool and on-site laundry room. $425 /
month; water, cable
included. Located at
Foxfire Apartments
on Ebenezer Road.
Call 366-4000 for information.
SERVICES
Word Processing w/
laser printer. Resuin£
$15; Reports $2/typed
page. 24-hour service
in most cases. lOmin.
from Winthrop.
Accutype 327-9898
Looking for a Job?
Let us help you in
your search. Send for
a free information
packet explaining our
resources available,
including JobHunt
Software. Contact The
Charlotte Chamber of
Commerce, P.O. Box
32785-A, Charlotte,
N.C. 28232.

(

TheJofvnsonian\a
looking for h a r d working students
to w o r k on i t s
growing b u s i n e s s
staff. Get g r e a t
experience. Your
p a y is b a s e d o n
y o u r work effort.
C o n t a c t t h e Business Manager for
more details at
323-3419.

Attention All Students!

1-800-263-6495 ext. F53822

First Impressions
is currently t a k ing applications
for two part-time
positions. Apply in
person next to
Hamrick's at t h e
Outlet Marketplace. For details
call
5485772.E0E

HAS YOUR ANSWER
'Employment packages

Call Tina Spears at 329-7160

F
A
S
T

Over M BUiion in FREE Financial Aid is
now available from private sector grants' k
scholarships! All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. For mora information, call:

NEED A GREAT RESUME?
CREATIVE SERVICES UNLIMITED
•Cover letters

LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE SOLUTION

$ Financial Aid 5

Position works weekends
in spring (avg. 18 hours/
week) and weekend/
weekday in summer
(avg. 40 hours/week).
Must be able to work
weekends, holidays and
have a flexible schedule.
Position will conduct surveys or park and
Paladium quests, input
data and assist in the
analysis of the results,
some telephone surveying. Position requires familiarity with computer
and data entry. Position
may qualify as co-op or
internship. Check with
Winthrop's Career Center. Apply in person at
Paramount's Carowinds
Employment Office by 4/
22/95. Office hours Monday-Friday (9-5:30) Sat.
(11-5). For more info, call
(803)548-5300extension
2056. EOE M/F/V7D
Paramount's
Carowinds
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SCORE MENTORS
Service
Corps
Of
Retired
E xecutives

S C O R E is a group of retired industry
experts who volunteer their time to help
students with their career development
Sign up for an appointment to talk
with a mentor about such things as:

COLLEGE
ON

TV

A1E YOU MM TO BE
WfiRHWIUFTHIS SllMHt?

Want to pick up some credits?
Still want to have fun?
Well, here's the answer...

Our College on TV program lets you go to class when you want to! We know
you'll probably have a job this summer, but you may want to pick up some credits.
You can do both and still have time for some fun! We offer a variety of freshman
and sophomore-level course on cable TV and on VHS videotape. Tklk about
convenience! (We also offer dozens of transferable courses in the traditional
classroom setting.) Call 1-800-922-1183,
^
T Y T _.
ext. 8439, and ask for a Summer Transient
O R H E N VILLE
Packet featuring College on TV information, T*T? r i T T X T T / i A T
Check it out Give us a call.
1 Pv/lliNlL/AL
Have Am this summer!
C O L L E G E
Greenville, S.C.

-What employers a r e looking f o r
-Writing the best resume
-Information on specific careers
-How to get the j o b you want
-Developing effective interview skills
-Finding networking can tacts
-How to choose a career
- O r on any other career topic!
Mentors come from a variety of working fields
call today to see which ones interest you!
Fields such as:

Engineering
International Retail Banking
Human Resource Management
Marketing
Sales
Advertising
And many more!

Call for an appointment at the Career Services
satellite office in Thurmond Monday - Friday

323-2186 ext. 162

CareerServices

